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graduate days at the University of Chicago in the 1960s
and later. The references to the people mentioned and
the bibliography should make it possible for anybody
who is interested to go into greater detail. In a book of
this size, trying to cover a field as big and diverse as
anthropology, some people will inevitably be left out or
mentioned only in passing. The general layout of the
book dictated many of the choices. I found chapters
seven and eight to be very interesting, but also probably
the most difficult for the authors to write and to come

to grips with. The authors did a very good job with a
very difficult subject. Ernest Brandewie
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If, by World Bank standards, Madagascar is among
the poorest nations (15-17), then this is a study of
its most desperate inhabitants. “Constructing History,
Culture, and Inequality” is a meticulously detailed and
heartfelt study of Marovato, a village of under 500
inhabitants (by 1992 figures) located in the extreme
southern highlands of Betsileo territory. Established in
the 1930s, Marovato is a relatively young community.
Further, the descriptive “extreme” is applicable on sev
eral fronts: its harsh, semiarid terrain is more conducive
to growing manioc than coveted rice; the village sits
within a sparsely populated “no-man’s-land” thought
inhabited by cattle thieves and brigands; and, finally,
the village is highly stratified and especially brutal to
the andevo, or those assumed to be of slave origin.

Evers’s anthropological research spans 1989-1999
and involved six field trips, where 1992 and 1996 prove
to be especially important in shaping her understandings
of village identity politics. Throughout 1992 (which
determines the foci of chapters 2-4), Marovato’s popu
lation consists of tompon-tany, or those accepted as its
original inhabitants, mpiavy, or migrants, and andevo,
or descendants of slaves freed a century ago. Such
distinctions rest on tompon-tany abilities to manipulate
social categories and shape to their advantage rules of
access to arable land. 1967 is a watershed: at this point
a village council of tompon-tany elders divided among
themselves all available lands (whether or not under
Use) and decided that such holdings could not be sold
hut only passed on to kin. All subsequent settlers were
to be relegated to the category of mpiavy, who could
lease and work tompon-tany lands, but they do not own
them. These new settlers were subsequently divided
into categories of freemen (hova) and descendants of
slaves (andevo), each with their designated village quar
ters. Whereas tompon-tany inhabit the northern sector,
freemen could settle to the east, but andevo could
°nly occupy the most socially isolated western quarter,
la determining free versus slave status, tompon-tany
investigate newcomers’ origins: of particular concern
18 whether new arrivals hail from locales known to

be populated by andevo, or whether they have tombs
elsewhere. The tomb, in fact, is pivotal to determining
identity, for in Marovato it is the tompon-tany who
have built local tombs to house their ancestral dead;
andevo occupy the other extreme, being “lost people”
(olo very) or “people without history” because they have
no ancestral resting place. Regardless of the accuracy
of tompon-tany assessments, mpiavy may socialize and
even aspire to marry tompon-tany and thus potentially
gain access to permanent landholdings and even local
tombs; those who occupy the village’s western quarter,
however, are permanently lodged within the pariah
category of andevo with no hope of escape.

Evers carefully explores several key domains of Ma
rovato existence in order to expose the oppressiveness
of its strict social hierarchy. The first involves marriages
and other unions. As she shows, tompon-tany are in
tensely endogamous, and mutual cooperation bolsters
their local power. For instance, tompon-tany frequently
foster one another’s children so that all households

contain a critical mass of labor power. Other important
alliances - most notably vaki-ra or blood brotherhood

- transforms strangers into close kin. The gerontocracy

(dominated especially by Rafidy Andriana, a founding
patriarch) can be oppressive, as elder men arrange or
block their children’s marriages, always with their own
advantages in mind.

The second domain involves labor power itself. As
Evers explains, “tompon-tany families dominate the
economic processes of production and distribution” (72),
and they even go so far as to deny others access to valu
able land, even if it means letting as much as one-third

of their holdings lie fallow. Evers offers an especially
illuminating episode, a day that begins with her working
with a highly cooperative group of tompon-tany as they
harvest manioc, the one crop that grows profusely and
which attracts others here in hope of riches. At one
point Evers glances across the field and notices yet
another group working. Against local protests, she goes
over to observe them. Here she discovers andevo hard

at work; when tompon-tany break for lunch (a meal
cooked by women who have remained in the village),
the andevo men, women, and children stay put and work
through the meal. Puzzled by this, she later witnesses the
distribution of local wealth as labor payment: whereas
tompon-tany and freemen eat rice and meat that day, the
andevo are given rice only (a true luxury for them, too).
Also, even though all migrants are paid for their work
that day, the freeman’s pay is over 1,000 fmg (francs
malgaches) whereas andevo earn the pittance of only a
few hundred. As tompon-tany and even other freemen
explain, they all have their andevo, and are not required
to pay them. Rather, andevo must work for them when
asked to do so. Further, andevo perform polluting work,
such as cleaning cattle pens and digging holes with
the understanding that such work promises no pay. The
picture that slowly emerges is that andevo, if they are
not slaves, are at the very least serfs with no rights who
inhabit tompon-tany land by invitation only. They may
be expelled without justification or provocation, too.


